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I would like to thank my family, past and present, for the the times
that I spent with them that provided the memories, narratives,
interests and emotional experiences that served as my inspirations
allowing me to construct the roomboxes in this book.

I also would like to thank the many artisans who created much of
the furniture and accessories that I used in my boxes. Without their
talents and creativity, my boxes would not exist.
Robert Off

"We are all, each of us, more lastingly influenced by the setting where we grew up than we know or sufficiently
appreciate - the deep impress of place, the hills of home, home ground, the look and lay of the land, old home ways,
home values, and home horizons."
David McCullough

Introduction
This book is a photographic portfolio of selected miniature rooms all designed, constructed and
photographed by me in my studio and workshop in Cincinnati, Ohio. Each roombox is one-of-a-kind,
and was built to a scale of one inch equaling one foot.
I am self taught although I painted miniature, 54mm soldiers in my youth. I don’t paint military figures
anymore. However, I continue to collect and maintain a strong interest in the field. Professionally, I was
a commercial real estate broker in Cincinnati for many years. Earlier in my career, I worked for the
United States Government at the Department of State and at The White House during the Nixon and
Ford administrations.
I like to think of my boxes as “Mood Pieces” or as miniature “Stage Sets” where I hope to capture the
viewer’s own narrative.
The pictures of my roomboxes appearing in this book, for the most part, appear in the order in which
they were created. In many cases I have added text describing my inspirations for creating them. And, in
some cases, I have added photographs of those locations, places and objects where I thought the viewer
might find images of them helpful
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Robert Off’s Mood Rooms
By Deb Weissler
Robert Off views his one-off roomboxes as “Mood Pieces” or “Stage Sets”. He invites you to view these elegant
spaces and see true art at its very best.
A well-executed roombox not only tells a story, it sets a mood. Like a stage set, each carefully placed item, colour
selection, and lighting are designed to capture a viewer’s attention and imagination. As an on-going drama, a welldesigned roombox should draw you inward, inviting you to become an onlooker or at best a participant, enabling
you to imagine what may be occurring in that space. The possibilities are endless. Who lives there, what era is it,
what’s around the next corner, or through the door left ajar?
Robert Off of Miniature Rooms Company has that ability. His stunning rooms capture the imagination of all who
see them. Not content to create an empty space, Robert’s creations come fully furnished. All you need to do is
bring your toothbrush and move right in. That’s the talents of a consummate real estate broker and investor; skills
he honed in real time and full size in downtown Cincinnati, Ohio for many years.
Robert has been building miniature architectural boxes for his personal enjoyment since 1998. Having spent more
than forty years working with and for others, he finds it rewarding to be doing something purely for the pleasure
of creating something beautiful. He accepts no commissions and parts with his roomboxes reluctantly.
“The boxes I keep are the ones my kids and wife ask me to hold onto,” Robert admits. “I love all of them, each
one in a different way. It is tough parting with them, however I take lots of photographs and eventually I get over
it. It sort of feels like I did when my kids went off to college; still around but gone.”
Robert’s customers consider themselves fortunate. He may strive to create three to four rooms a year, but that’s

just a personal goal. He sells on average two rooms a year, may give another to a family member, and keep one in his
slowly growing inventory, simply because he cannot bear to part with it until space or demand provides the impetus to
sell one. He also constructs several display cases and shadow boxes to donate to various local charities.
Robert’s rooms are not reproductions of actual rooms, nor do they purely represent a particular style or period of
architecture. Rather they are timeless, elegant, well thought out designs that are a compilation of his memories and
imagination.
“Each box incorporates various objects from my life that carry special meaning,” Robert says. “They might be a
spittoon, a bowl of apples, a walking cane, etc. For instance, the box I am currently working on, “Fitz Hugh Lane’s
Borrowed Studio’ came to me as I was researching his paintings. I was originally going to create my own version of
his studio, located outside Boston in the early 1800s. However I later learned he painted several of his compositions in
Castine, ME where the IGMA holds their international guild school each year. I thought, wow, this is too great to pass
up! I changed my original plans in order to focus on a Federal-style living room with two joining rooms, featuring
Lane’s paintings of the harbor and of the actual house, which will serve as the window views.”
It may take years to accumulate just the right furnishings and accessories to stage one of Robert’s vignettes. With
dozens of ideas for roomboxes running through his mind all the time, he buys items where and when he sees them.
Many times he will buy objects years before actually using them. And because his rooms come fully furnished with
pieces from some of the world’s very best artisans, they sell for several thousand pounds.
He loves shopping at Tom Bishop’s Chicago International every year; commissions special pieces from artists he has
worked with in the past; surfs the Internet; and occasionally makes his own. “This is particularly true when I need to
achieve proper depth perspective in the roombox. In these cases I require a piece of furniture that may be less than
1:12 scale to make things look right.”

Known as forced perspective, this is a technique that employs optical illusion to make an object appear further away,
closer, larger, or smaller than it actually is. This technique is often employed in art, filmmaking, photography, and
architecture to alter depth perception. It can make the difference between a room that looks true to scale and one that
looks a tad off. It’s a skill rarely understood or achieved by miniaturists.
In addition to forced perspective, Robert loves creating spaces within a space; those lovely little inviting nooks, crannies,
and doorways that draw you inward. “Creating a space which has mystery associated with it is exactly what I am striving
to accomplish,” Robert admits. “When two different people look in one of my boxes, I want each one to walk away with a
different experience and narrative. I also enjoy filling the space with various objects that shouldn’t necessarily be there. I
use them as emotional triggers to try and invoke a subconscious response.”
Ask Robert where his concepts originate and he has no clear answer. He begins with a blank sheet of paper on which he
sketches a basic floor plan. From there he creates scale drawings of the floor and wall spaces. Once he has a set of
drawings firmly in hand, he’s ready to begin construction.
His workspace is set up in about 600 square feet in the cellar of his home. With numerous power tools, two table saws, a
drill press, sanders, and shapers, Robert surrounds himself with photos of his past works mounted on the walls for
inspiration. For him there is no typical day. He may work for eight to nine hours some days; not at all on others. Much of
the time he’s mulling over solutions for a particular design dilemma.
“The thinking and vision stuff actually takes longer than the actual hands-on construction,” says Robert. “Many of my
construction steps are counter-intuitive. For example, I generally begin at the rear of the box and move forward. As I
create various walls and components outside of the box and install it later, this requires much forethought and preplanning.”
Waiting for glue and paint to dry is like watching a pot boil; constraints that make many of us chafe. Whilst waiting,
Robert frequently pops into his studio to accomplish a quick task, only to emerge hours later, having lost all track of time.
“I’m often later for appointments,” he laughs. “I originally bought a speaker for my iPod, but soon discovered I

concentrate so hard when I’m working that I never hear or notice the music. I’ve now ditched the speaker for
more table space.”
As with any artist, there is always a beginning. For many years Robert painted miniature, 54mm soldiers for a
hobby, with a keen eye for authenticity. He enjoyed the solitude painting brought, and the satisfaction of
accomplishing fine details. The hobby stayed with him into adulthood, along with a passion for collecting 19th
century American fine art prints. Eventually miniatures, fine art, his passion for architecture, and real estate
would juxtapose into this overwhelming passion for authentic miniature spaces.
His first room was completed in 1998 as a Christmas gift for his wife. He called it “The Ohio Room”, inspired by
the miniature architectural boxes such as the Thorne Rooms and Eugene Kupjack, now on permanent display and
the most viewed exhibits at The Chicago Art Institute. That room triggered a passion, and eventually a desire to
create roomboxes that helped fill a niche for serious collectors.
“Fifty percent of my clients are miniaturists, collectors, or museums housing miniature collections. However the
other fifty percent could be best characterized as art collectors. They buy my boxes as ‘art' and incorporate them
into the décor of their living space. Surprisingly, many end up in the bedroom. Patrons tell me that they love
looking at them just before they retire in order to feel calm. It pleases me to no end that this is their final thought
of the day.”
Entirely self-taught, Robert has spent hours studying books on stage design and lighting, studying the works of
others, and developing a marketing strategy and business plan that sets a goal of having his work accepted by the
art world as a legitimate means of artistic expression.
Deb Weissler

The Arnolfini Wedding Portrait
by Jan van Eyck, 1390 - 1441

This beautiful Renaissance painting
by Jan van Eyck is my favorite work
of art and has served as the
inspiration for all of my roomboxes.
I find Jan van Eyck’s use of light, his
use of objects as symbols and his use
of forced perspective all combine to
make this painting very special to
me.

Artist’s Statement
I have enjoyed working alone with small objects since I was a child, hand-painting miniature soldiers.
I do not copy existing rooms in miniatures; rather, my rooms are like a contemporary installation in
small scale, somewhat as an architect might render a space-in-the-making. Each piece is fabricated,
measured, drawn, invented like sculpture. Each accessory; fireplaces, wallpaper, et al. are purchased,
but, as with Joseph Cornell’s boxes, their arrangement and placement are designed by me. Light is the
transformative quality in these rooms; the mood I prefer to emulate refers best to the dream-state of
twilight, when shadows emerge from the light, and each object takes on a different quality, which I
consider akin to surrealism.
The rooms are designed and highly edited, limiting visual information to essentials, thus highlighting
each and implying the rest. Figures are implied by their absence; the rooms want to be inhabited by
the viewer. The rooms are generally formally balanced, beyond which are the unknown, the hidden,
the surreal. The sparse rooms imply more, which the viewer will bring, along with her/his own
memories. The artistic intent is spiritual, rather than materialist; I create mood through space,
composition, and light.
Robert Off

"Ohio Living Room” (23” X 21” X 12.5”)
First large format box and 1998 Christmas gift to my wife
Destroyed by a flood in 2012

“Reflective Space”
(19” X 12” X 13” )
Private Collection

“Reverend Jones’s Parlor”
(12” X 12” X 10.5”) - Exhibited at the Delaware
Art Museum, December 2009
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Modified Workshop
Study - Castine, ME

“Cape Cod Room”
( 12” X 12” X 12”) - Private Collection

Work Shop Apron &
Smock

“Audubon Dining Room”
(12” X 12” X 12”) - Private Collection

“Lighthouse Keeper’s Office”
(12” X 12” X 10.5”) Private Collection

Photograph of the Tybee Lighthouse &
Lighthouse Keeper's Office located
outside of Savannah, GA. This building and
office served as my inspiration for this roombox.

“Artist's Loft Apartment”
(12” X 12” X 10.5”)

My inspiration for the roombox to the right and
the three that follow are all from images and
remembrances of my youth, the genteel
furnishings of The Pittsburgh Golf Club, the
sporting oil paintings and prints of the
Pennsylvania Hunt Country and the willow
pattern/design found on my family’s china and
printed on the wallpaper of my family's home.

“Low Country Plantation” (23" X 26” X 13”) - Destroyed in a flood in 2012

“The Patron’s Dining Room” (12” X 24” X 11”) - Collection of the Artist

“Hunt Country Entry Hall”
( 24” X 12” X 10.5”) Collection of the Artist

The original “Low Country Plantation” (23" X 26” X 13”) - Destroyed by Flood 2012

The rebuilt roombox finished in 2013 “Low Country Plantation” (23" X 26” X 13”)

“Balanced Simplicity - Shaker Room” (12" X 24” X 11”)
Numerous visits to Shakertown in
Pleasant Hill, Kentucky with my family
were the inspiration for this box. I was
particularly struck by the building's
hallway with the double doors, one for the
men and one for the women. I was also
impressed with the visual effect of the
balanced wood stoves in the center of
each doorway, which I used as the focal
point of my box.
Every architectural element of Shaker
design, the simplicity of Shaker society
and their sense of community seemed to
be extremely well balanced .
This is the reason I decided to make this
box and name it "Balanced Simplicity".

These two boxes were inspired
by the many visits with my
family to the Carnegie Museum
in Pittsburgh. The building has
a grand staircase, and each
doorway on the second floor
led into a wonderful room
filled with the most
magnificent art. As a child,
entering through these doors
was always a special
experience for me.

“Eye Candy # 1” (24” X 12” X 12”) - Private Collection

“Eye Candy # 2” (24” X 12” X 12”) - Private Collection

Harper's Weekly
lithograph by Winslow
Homer, "Crack the
Whip"

Harper's Weekly lithograph
by Winslow Homer, "The
Sharp Shooter"

During high school and college my interest in photography lessened as I was introduced to mid-18th century American
artists. I could not get enough of the genre art works of William Sydney Mount, Fitz Henry Lane, Winslow Homer and so
many others. I don’t know which I liked better, the beautiful images or the narratives those artists created in them.
Of all those artists, the ones whom I liked the most also thought of themselves as visual story-tellers such as Winslow
Homer, and Henry Farny. Both of these artists also served as famous illustrators for “Harper's Weekly”. The two Homer
lithographs on the left are included in my personal collection of antique prints.

The engraving above is of Winslow Homer’s studio in Maine as it looked in 1900. I have been traveling to Maine for the
past 10 years to attend a miniature workshop in Castine and fell in love with Maine. As a result it was natural that I was
drawn to create a roombox incorporating both the work of my favorite artist with a place that I find so inspiring.

“Artist’s Studio, Pouts Neck, Maine - 1900” (24" X 12” X 11”) Collection of the Artist

"Artist's Studio" - Day View & Night View

“Firemen’s Roost” (24" X 12” X 11.5”) - Francis Mary Light Collection, Midwest Miniatures Museum, Hickory Corners, MI

"New England Maritime Museum"
(24" X 12: X 11")
Private Collection

“New England Maritime Museum”
(24” X 12” X 11”)
Private Collection

My inspiration for making this roombox was the result of numerous visits over the years to various small
maritime museums in New England. I was always impressed by the wonderful art, period furnishings, and the
scale of the buildings. They all complemented each other perfectly. To me it always seemed that you could
literally smell the age of the building and experience the history of the furnishings and the art by just walking
around. In developing this box, I wanted the viewer to see and experience all these wonderful experiences and
emotions for themselves.

“Canal House- The Grand Canal, Venice” (24” X 12” X 11”)
The inspiration for this roombox came from a visit that I made
to Venice a few years ago. I found it to be one of the most
inspiring places that I have ever been. While there I often
wondered what the interior of the second floor of those
wonderful houses on the Grand Canal may have looked like
many years ago when Venice was, in my opinion , the capital
city of commerce and sophistication in the world. This box
represents my vision of what one of those second floors may
have looked like.

“The Game Room” (24” X 12” X 11”) - Private Collection

I have always been fascinated by big game hunting and the trophies the hunters sought. The photograph to
the left is of my mother with her trophies, a line of shot rats, which she shot in her family's barn with her
gun. It is one of my favorite family keepsakes. "The Game Room” is a mosh-up of styles, the contemporary
look of the Eames chair and the Corbusier couch playing against the oriental rug, the 19th century paintings
and the needlepoint pillow. I like to think that Hemingway would be comfortable drinking his scotch here.
The shotgun shell is from a 20 gauge. (Shown here to indicate scale)

Miniature Oil Paintings by John Stobart - (3" X 4")

I had the wonderful experience of being able to collaborate with John Stobart, the
world renowned maritime painter, for the two roomboxes shown in the following
pages. He painted four original paintings, approximately 3” X 4”, for the boxes. A year
before we began to work together, I meet John at an art opening and I showed him the
photograph of my roombox, “New England Maritime Museum”, on my iPhone. He
later came to my studio to view my other work, and we have been friends ever since.
He is a great talent and he was so easy to work with. We had a “Big Time” together.
To this day, we continue talking with each other about what each of us is working on.

“New England Whaling Museum” - (24” X 12” X 11”) - Kathleen Savage Browning
Collection located at the Kentucky Gateway Museum Center, Maysville, KY

“Contemporary Whaling Museum”
(24” X 12” X 11”)
Private Collection

This box represents a combination of every interesting clubhouse locker room that I have
ever been in. It is my opinion that if you want to learn about the tradition and the social
tone of a club, you simply need to visit the men's locker room.

“The Clubhouse” - (24” X 12” X 11”) - Private Collection

While attending an art opening after my collaboration with John
Stobart, I saw John A. Ruthven, the world-renowned wildlife
painter and winner of the 2004 National Medal of the Arts. I
asked him to to consider doing a collaboration with me. I was
thrilled when he accepted and we decided that a box depicting
the interior of John Audubon’s flatboat in 1820 would be a great
venue. I was always intrigued with flatboats and years ago had
added a print of Bingham’s “Jolly Flat Boatman” to my antique
print collection. John and I decided to select the Carolina
Parakeet, now extinct, for the box's painting. To create the model
of the bird for the box, I sought the help of Beth Freeman Kane,
an international miniaturist from South Africa. All of us had a
terrific time working together to create "Audubon's Flatboat".

“Audubon’s Flatboat” - Day View
(24” X 12” X 12”) - Kathleen Savage Browning Collection at the Kentucky Gateway Museum Center, Maysville, KY

“Audubon’s Flatboat” - Night View
(24” X 12” X 12”) - Kathleen Savage Browning Collection at the Kentucky Gateway Museum Center , Maysville, KY

Close up showing John A. Ruthven's painting & Beth Freeman Kane's bird sculpture.

In the summer of 1850 Fitz Henry Lane, the well
known New England maritime painter, visited his
friend in Castine, Maine where he produced many of
his better known paintings. The house is still there, and
I used the architectural detail of the two doors flanking
the fireplace as the inspiration for my vision of how the
home may have looked when Lane painted there. The
two paintings shown here were painted by Lane. The
first one is of the home itself and the second is the view
from it. I used reproductions of these paintings for the
view out of the windows in the roombox.
The painting of the Violin shown on the right side of
the photographs of the roombox was painted by
William Hartnett for the Cincinnati Symphony.

“Borrowed Studio” Day View
( 24” X 12” X 11”) - Private Collection

“Borrowed Studio” Night View
( 24” X 12” X 11”) - Private Collection

Many years ago, while living in Washington, DC. I
purchased the Edward Curtis photograph shown to
the left. It is a picture of a Zuni Governor and is one
of the original photogravures taken from Curtis's
famous books of text and photographic folios entitled
“The North American Indian”. I have treasured this
photograph over the years and as a result have read
several books about Curtis’s life to learn how he
struggled to make this his life's work a reality.
Curtis's wife worked in the shop and studio to make
money for the family while he was out in the field
photographing. It is one of America’s great art
stories.
Curtis's work and life were the inspiration for this
roombox, “Edward Curtis’s Studio and Shop” and for
the roombox that I would create two years latter,
"Curtis's Work Tent".

“Edward S. Curtis’s Studio & Shop" - Day View -( 24” X 12” X 11”) - Private Collection

“Edward S. Curtis’s Studio & Work Shop" - Night View - ( 24” X 12” X 11”) - Private Collection

It took me so long to make this box because of the wood bookcases and paneling. Wood will not take stain if any glue gets
on it. As a result I had to measure, cut, stain and dry assemble all the panels, shelves etc. before gluing them in place. This
was almost like making the box twice.
Sir Francis Beaufort, 1774 - 1857, was quite a guy . He was the hydrographer/chart maker for the British Crown during
the time when international trade was an extremely essential source of income for the English economy and successful
trade was, of course, dependent upon accurate and detailed nautical charts. In addition Beaufort was responsible for
developing the “Beaufort Scale” a series of written descriptions detailing wind and sea conditions using a scale of 0 to 12,
(zero being dead calm and twelve being a hurricane). His scale is still used today by mariners.
My inspiration for creating “Beaufort’s Study” came from a real life sailing experience and from reading the book by
Scott Huler detailing Beaufort’s life and his many literary and maritime contributions.

“Sir Francis Beaufort’s Library” - (24” X 12” X 11”)

“Edward Curtis’s Work Tent” - (24” X 12” X 11”)

See Book Section - Inspiration For & Making Of "Curtis's Work Tent" for details and description

“Edward Curtis’s Work Tent” - (24” X 12” X 11”)

"Inside The Box" - A Three D Printed Sculpture of Robert Off - ( 8' X 10" X 9")

New York Condominium
I wanted the box on the following pages to invoke a feeling of living in a contemporary condo overlooking
New York City on a foggy night.
My inspiration sprung from of my Sunday morning ritual of reading the New York Times Magazine section.
For those of you not familiar with the magazine, most of the first few pages of the magazine contain glossy
advertisements of city’s latest minimalist condominium offerings. They always look like such exciting places to
live. (although probably not very welcoming places to read the Sunday paper). I hope the box will encourage
the viewer to focus on this interesting tension for themselves..
Creating the box proved more difficult that I expected. Working with glass walls was a challenge, as glass is
very unforgiving and is a magnet for dust and fingerprints. Also, photographing the box was a difficult due to
the difference in intensity of the interior and exterior lighting. In order to photograph it, I took one over
exposed photograph to capture the interior lights and one under exposed photograph to capture the exterior
lighting. I then electronically merged the two photographs together in a Photoshop process known as HDR.
The chair and the couch are reproductions of furniture created by the designer and architect, Le Corbusier.
The sculpture, “Walking Man” is a reproduction of a work by Alberto Giacometti. I also want to thank the
artists, Bo Bartlett and Evans Arnold, for granting me permission to use their wonderful images.

"New York Condominium"
(12 " X 24" X 11.5")

"Vermeer's Studio - Delft 1650"
(Shown With TuliP to Indicate Scale)
(12" X 24" X 11.5")

"Vermeer"s Studio - Delft, 1650
(12" X 24" X 11.5")
I have been captivated by Vermeer’s paintings. His ability to capture sunlight, his use of soft colors
and his masterly treatment of of perspective all combine to draw the viewer into his paintings. As I
look at several of his paintings, it become clear to me that most of the scenes were staged and
painted by him in the same studio.
This box is my vision of what his Delft studio may have looked like in 1650. Not much is known
about Vermeer and only 34 works attributed to him are known to exist today. It is also theorized by
a number of scholars that he used a mechanical optical device known as a camera obscure, a
device similar to a pin hole camera with a projector lens, to assist him in creating the correct
perspective of the scene. David Hockney, the contemporary artist, wrote in his book, “Secret
Knowledge”, about the use of these optical aids by artists who painted after 1420. Philip Steadman
in his book, “Vermeer’s Camera”, compiled detailed mathematical theories about Vermeer’s use of
these devices in his studio. I used both books extensively in my research. It is also interesting to
note that Antonie van Leeuwenhoek, the man who is credited with the development of the ﬁrst
microscope, would have developed similar lens technology that would have also been used in a
camera obscure. He also lived in Delft at the same time Vermeer did. They were both accomplished
individuals and lived very near each other. I think one could reasonably assume that they knew
each other.
Nobody really knows what Vermeer’s studio may have really looked like or even if he used optical
aids in his paintings. However I used bits and pieces of what is known today to create my vision of
what his studio may have looked like. Most importantly, I wanted to try to capture the mood of the
place by using the elements of the sun light streaming through the windows; the small leaded
window panes, the beamed ceiling and wood moldings, the complex pattern of the tile ﬂoor, the
texture and detail of the oriental rug and the humanity and warmth of a sleeping a dog.

The section of a camera obscure on the left forefront of box was created by me. I had complete artistic
license in its design as nobody has the wildest idea of what the actual camera may have looked like,
assuming one was ever used by Vermeer.
Finally, I included the yellow tulip in the photograph to illustrate the scale of the box, and also as a not
so subtle reference to the “Bitcoin Mania” taking place around the world today and its similarity to the
“Great Tulip Mania” which took place in the Netherlands over four hundred years ago in 1617.
Box Information:
The lighting, which was difﬁcult to achieve, was created by using over 20 individually painted LEDs.
The view out of the window is a reproduction of Vermeer’s painting of the city of “Delft in 1650”.
The 550 individual ﬂoor tiles were made to my speciﬁcations in Germany by Rita and Horst Kruger of
Tiny Ceramics They also assisted me in creating the pattern which we copied from Vermeer’s
paintings. The Delft vase on the table was made in Delft by artisan, Henny Staring-Egberts, and the
wood windows and the very delicate window mullions, were laser cut to my speciﬁcations by Scott
Alessio in his shop in New York.
All of the paintings in the box are reproductions of Vermeer’s with the exception of the painting on the
right wall which is a reproduction of a painting by Pieter de Hooch. His paintings were part of the
scenes in some of Vermeer’s paintings.

"Vermeer's Studio - Delft, 1650
Camera Obscure pictured on left.

Selected Miniature Mood Pieces

Selected Miniature Mood Pieces - (Base Measures 8" X 10")

Gallery Exhibitions

Large Folio Photographs of Box Sections

Inspiration For & Making Of
"Curtis's Work Tent"
This next section details the creation of “Curtis’s Work Tent”
from its inspirational origins to its final execution. I have also
highlighted the contribution of several other individuals who were
instrumental in its creation.

"The Story of the Creation of Curtis's Work Tent"
I have often been asked where I get the ideas for my roomboxes. In most cases I get them in the middle of the night. My
sense is that they are triggered by a subconscious memory which takes me back in to time to some visual experience.
However, this box is different in that I can clearly see the thread of my life’s experience in it.
As a child I spent untold hours with my father in his darkroom developing black & white photographs. Dad was a very
accomplished amateur photographer. He primarily took photographs of his peers and our family. His photographs were
not “snap shots”, rather they attempted to tell the story of his times and experiences through powerful informal portraits.
I enjoyed those times shared in his darkroom particularly when I was allowed to work the developer tray. I would tilt the
tray back and forth until the image appeared almost like magic on the paper in the tray. It was almost as if the narrative of
the photograph was coming alive for me as the wet image appeared.
During high school and college my interest in photography lessened as I was introduced to mid-18th century American
artists. I could not get enough of the genre art works of William Sydney Mount, Fitz Henry Lane, Winslow Homer and so
many others. I don’t know which I liked better - the beautiful images or the narratives those artists' images created in my
mind.
After college I was living and working in Washington, DC. and became acquainted with Jim Blakely who owned The
Old Print Gallery, a wonderful antique print shop located in Washington D.C.. I frequently visited the shop and purchased
several antique prints from him to decorate my apartment. One day he introduced me to the works of Edward Curtis. I
was totally captivated by the experience. That day I bought my first Curtis photogravure for $175. That was over 40
years ago, and I am still captivated by the same image as it now prominently hangs on my breakfast room wall.
Over the years I continued my interest in18th century artists and the photographs of Curtis. I read a number of books
about him and through them I became even more interested in his work, his publication The North American Indian and
his personal story.

As my children grew up, I wanted to expose them to the wonders of the west, and for many years we traveled to a ranch
located in Saddlestring, WY. The ranch experience and my mind’s images of it continue to greatly influence me. The
painting “The Speedway as Viewed From Castle Rock” was created by Joel Ostlind as a commission for a good friend of
mine who was kind enough to allow me to use it as the background for the box.
In the fall of 2015, I had just finished a roombox depicting my vision’s view of what Curtis’s studio and retail store may
have looked like in Seattle around 1900. It happened to coincide with an exhibition the Taft Museum in Cincinnati was
having featuring Christopher Cardoza’s collection of Curtis Photographs. Cardoza came to town to give a lecture about the
exhibit. During his visit I had an opportunity to meet him and invite him to my studio to view my roombox. He graciously
accepted and was extremely complimentary about the box and my work.
On the way back to his hotel he asked me if I would consider creating another box for exhibits which he hoped to arrange in
a few years to celebrate the 150th birthday of Edward Curtis. I told him that I did not do commissions. He smiled and then
asked if I would be open to taking a suggestion as a subject for a box. Clearly, “I took the bait”.
In thinking about an appropriate subject for the box, I decided that I would create a tent inside the roombox illustrating the
process Curtis used to make cyanotypes. He created these images in the field from his glass plate negatives to enable him to
view proofs of his work and also provide tokens of gratitude for the Native Americans who posed for him. Making a
cyanotype is very much of a hands-on process, much like the one I shared with my Dad years ago. Curtis’s story continues to
be an on-going thread in my life, thus the box “Curtis’s Tent” was born.

All my roomboxes begin with the thought of the narrative that I want to create and the mood that I want the scene to
convey to the viewer. I next design the box interior. It should be noted that I first develop these objectives before I design
and construct the box. These initial steps are the greatest challenge and, frankly, the most rewarding part of the creative
process for me.

In order to demonstrate how Curtis may have worked in the field to create his cyanotype proofs I wanted to build a
tent within the roombox depicting Curtis’s work area. I had never built a tent before and I had to deal with the issues
relating to building a structure inside a box which would be strong enough to support the canvas material of the tent
yet could be illuminated to both set the mood I wanted to achieve and yet allow enough light for the viewer to see the
cyanotype process taking place within the tent.
I also needed to learn how to make cyanotype images so that I could reproduce the steps of the process itself and
reproduce miniatures of the equipment Curtis probably used. I designed the layout and floorpan on paper using a scale
of one inch equals one foot. After designing the floorpan to scale, I created a paper mock-up of tent showing the
placement of most the furniture pieces within in the tent.
After the drawings and mock-up were completed, I constructed the wood box. The box is made from 1/4” craft
plywood and measures 12” X 24” X 11.5”.

Once constructed, I then sanded,
stained and applied several coats
of amber shellac to protect the
wood and provide the base for
the final finishing. The final box
had somewhere between10 and
12 coats of various finishes.
When building my boxes I start
at the back of the box and work
forward. I first decide on
background view. In this case I
chose a painting of an image of
“The View of The Speedway
From Castle Rock” located in
Saddlestring, Wyoming. Over
the years I have spent many
wonderful days there with my
family and thought it a fitting
backdrop for the box. Also,
Curtis was active in the same
general area in 1907.
Creating the superstructure was
a real challenge. It had to
support the weight of the
material and be sturdy enough to
stand up to the rigors of time.

In order to accomplish this I used 1/4”
wooden dowels which I reinforced at the
joints by drilling holes in the ends of the
dowels and inserting and gluing steel pins
into them. I then formulated the sections of
the tent using a light weight cloth which
would allow some light to shine through
and yet not be too transparent which might
ruin the mood/effect that I wanted to
achieve.
I cut the sections of the light weight cloth
much like one would create a garment.
Once cut, I glued the cloth pieces to the
superstructure and then distressed/aged
them using a combination of coffee and
wood stain.
Once the tent was essentially finished, I
began to work on the tent furnishings and
accessories. In order to get this right, I first
wanted to learn how cyanotypes were made
and about the types of equipment which are
necessary to produce them. With the help
of my collaborator, Jane Alden Stevens, I
was able to accomplish this.

For the photographic cyanotypes shown on the
drying line in the rear of the tent of the roombox, I
was originally intending to use colored prints of
scans of jpg copies of Curtis’s original cyanotypes.
However, after some thought, I decided to make
original cyanotype images using jpg copies of
Curtis’s images. I did this by first making a black
& white copy of the blue cyanotype jpg and then
converting the jpg into a negative using
“PhotoShop”. After I created the negative, I
produced another copy of the new negative and I
reduced it down to .7”. Then using my Canon
printer I printed both negatives on transparencies.
Jane Alden Stevens and I made actual cyanotypes
from those new negatives. Once the miniature
cyanotypes dried, I attached small hooks to the
backs of them and hung them on the print drying
line at the rear of the tent.

Double Hinged Exposure Box (My Miniature & Actual Box)

Dry Plate Glass
Negative Box (My
Miniature & Actual
Box)

Curtis's Actual Camera

Miniature Reproduction by the well-known
English miniaturist, Tony Knott

In order to “Set the Stage”, I also wanted to include other general camping items such as beds, lanterns, tables etc.
I also wanted to include a miniature reproduction of Curtis’s box camera and a bit of Native American material
such as a few Sioux artifacts, baskets and decorated buffalo skulls.
In order to recreate Curtis’s work area I built a miniature double hinged exposure box, a glass plate negative
storage box, development tray and work tables.

Buffalo Honoring Skull by Tereas Dudley

Thunderbird Skull by Teresa Dudley

To the Lakota, these magnificent animals
sustained all life. The Lakota regarded the
buffalo as a gift of the Great Spirit and viewed
them as a relative. Whenever one was killed, its
sacrifice was honored as a blessing from the
Tatanka Oyate.

In the sacred Black Hills, the Lakota ceremonial
season begins with the Return of the Thunder Beings
and is announced by the presence of thunder,
lightning, and rain. It is believed their return can
bring an extraordinary celebration of life – migrating
animals and birds reappear, buffalo emerge from their
winter camps, hibernating creatures wake, and the
plants and flowers begin to bloom, but these powerful
beings also bring turbulent, destructive storms to the
land.

Twined Basket by Monica Graham
The smaller, round basket is coiled in a darker color,
for contrast, with a band in the middle and at the rim
that matches the tray, to tie the two pieces together.

The shallow tray basket is a twined winnowing tray or serving tray. While these can be as large as 18”
to 24”, I made this one a bit smaller so as not to have too great an impact in the overall scene. Trays
like this were often coiled or twined – I chose twined for contrast because the smaller basket is coiled.
The “pattern” of this tray is not meant to mean anything significant; it is actually an artifact of the
twining process. As the tray grows larger, more stakes must be added in between to bridge the growing
gaps, and to secure those, the pattern of twining must change, making these beautiful designs. This tray
is off white, as if it were newly woven from fresh roots.
The “rough” edge on this is authentic to Native American twined baskets. The rim was reinforced with
an underlying piece of willow, which was simply stitched in place, and then the ends of the stakes cut
off.
The smaller, round basket is coiled in a darker color, for contrast, with a band in the middle and at the
rim that matches the tray, to tie the two pieces together.

With all of the various elements now
made, I began working on the important
task of lighting the box. I used LED
lighting produced by Tim Kraft of
“Luminations By Mr. K” to accomplish
this. I used a total of 54 small LED
lights, locating most of them at the rear
of the box and a few LEDs in the front of
the box where I wished to create
highlights over the work areas. In some
cases, in order achieve special color
effects, I used nail polish to paint over the
LEDs in order to alter the color of the
light.
Now that everything was built, I glued all
the furniture and other box elements in
place. I then inserted the completed tent
structure inside the roombox. I think of
this step as somewhat like what one
would use to build a ship inside a bottle.
The final step after 6 months of work was
attaching the front picture frame and
applying the final five to six coats of
varnish to the exterior of the box.
All that remained was to plug the 12 volt
transformer into a wall socket, turn on the
lights and take my photographs.

My Studio & Workshop

Selected In-Process Photographs
In this next section I have included several in-process photographs illustrating various
processes and techniques that I use in the construction of my boxes. I have labeled each
picture with the appropriate title of the roombox and included a description of the process
being shown. I hope this section will be of interest and also be of some help to fellow
miniaturists.

Designing and planning the box is
the first step. I start with a sketch
such as this one that I made for the
“Clubhouse", I then draw the
drawing to scale using colored
markers to show my lighting. Next
I make a paper mock-up of the
walls, insert the paper walls into
the box, place some of the planned
furniture around within the box to
see if the sight-lines are correct
and make sure that everything
works visually.

It is also important that you test all
your finishes to insure they are
exactly the right color, etc. I use
regular Elmer's glue for most
everything. It dries clear and is
somewhat forgiving if you make a
mistake and must redo things. I also
use latex gloves. If something goes
wrong, I want to be able to remove
them quickly and have a clean free
hand to fix the problem. As you can
see, I also transpose the floor plan
onto the actual box to make sure
again that the walls will fit properly.

Floors are very important. I make mine by first making
a template of the floor space. Next, using “Blue Tape” I
secure them in place onto the template creating the
floor board spacing that I want. Next, I turn the taped
floorboards over and using contact cement attach them
to the subfloor of the box. The boards are then sanded
and if the floor is to be pegged I insert the pegs in place
and sand again.
When the floor in completed, I finish it with several
coats of shellac, sanding between coats. The floor and
subfloor are then ready to be inserted into the box and
glued down using contact cement at a later time.

Interior walls of "Vermeer's Studio" shown after painting a mustard yellow and then staining with a
combination of coffee and burnt umber paint. They are pictured with the individual ﬂoor tiles, and ﬂoor
tile template shown just below the tiles. The black and white ﬂoor tile design was copied from several
of Vermeer's paintings. After the 550 individual tiles were glued onto the pattern, the ﬂoor pattern was
then glued to the subﬂoor. The resulting ﬁnal ﬂoor was then ﬁnished by grouting and waxing it prior to
gluing the combined tiles, pattern, and subﬂoor into the box. The ﬁnished walls were then placed onto
the tile ﬂoor and glued in place inside the box.

I construct all my 1/4-inch craft plywood walls
outside of the box. I glue the corners of them together
using wood glue and reinforce the joints by using a
glue gun and brass strips. This holds everything
together while the glue dries and also acts a
reinforcing agent firmly holding the walls together.
You will also note that I glue all the wall hangings in
place while the inner wall box is still outside the
main box. This way you can get keep them level
while the glue dries.

If I am creating paneled walls, I first design each
wall panel using a ruler and calculator to assist
me with the math. Next I glue the framing
boards between the planned panels in place on
the sub wall. I again measure each panel space,
mark it with a panel number, and then make a
panel specifically to fit it. I make the panels on a
shaper machine, finish them with stain or paint
and then glue them down using contact cement
so they won’t warp. These are the paneled walls
that I made for the “Game Room”.

Again, most all the assembly is completed outside the
main box. This is the only way I have found to
accomplish this. I have large hands and when I tried to
work inside the box I simply did not have the room
needed to move around and work. This top box is from
“Eye Candy #2”.

When you begin assembling the
box, you must begin at the rear
of the box and move forward.
Once you place wall in front of
various elements you simply
cannot go back and work on
them. As you can see the rear
section of “The Artist’s Studio”,
I had to complete the
background scene and the
interior left wall with the fishing
gear attached to it prior to
inserting the interior room walls
inside the main box.

Everyone always asks me about lighting. I try to
use LEDs when I can because they will burn
longer. I hard wire everything and do not use
electric tape. It is very important that you label all
your wires so that you know which wires go with
what lights. This is particularly important if you
are creating a dual lighting situation such as those
in many of my boxes. The top photograph is the
ceiling of one of my museum boxes and the
picture of the wiring on the bottom of the page is
from “Borrowed Studio”.

Many times I must make a number of box elements from scratch. This is a photograph of the parts just before assembly
of the lockers for “The Clubhouse”. These lockers required a total of over 150 individual pieces.
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